Overview of the Collection

Creator: Hermawan, Deni, 1959-
Title: UW Ethnomusicology Archives audio recordings: Deni Hermawan recording (Thesis Tapes)
Dates: Undated
Quantity: 4 audiotapes: EC - 4 audio cassettes (Type I, stereo); tape labels
Collection Number: 1995002
Summary: All tapes are copies of commercial recordings, provided by collector to accompany papers submitted for M.A. degree.
Repository: University of Washington Ethnomusicology Archives
University of Washington
Ethnomusicology Archives
Box 353450
Seattle, WA
98195-3450
Telephone: 206-543-0974
ethnoarc@uw.edu
Access Restrictions: Access is restricted.
Languages: English

Historical Note

The University of Washington Ethnomusicology Archives has been collecting and curating unique ethnographic music recordings for over 50 years. Its holdings of more than 15,000 items include field recordings documenting music traditions of all kinds from most areas of the world, concert recordings of visiting musicians, and films and videos of a variety of musical events, as well as several hundred musical instruments. The Archives serves the students and faculty in the UW Ethnomusicology Program, the broader university community, Pacific Northwest tribes, and an international clientele of musicians, students, and teachers.

Content Description

Contents:

95-2.1 EC is dub of Hidayat Audio S 1019 "Laras Sari"
95-2.2 EC appears to be partial dub of above
95-2.3 EC is dub of Fonti Musicale "Fang du Gabon"
95-2.4 EC is dub of Ethnic Folkways Library FE 4214, "Music from an Equatorial Microcosm: Fang Bwiti Music from Gabon"

95-2.1-2 EC accompany "Sharing Melodic Phrases in the Sundanese Gamelan Degung" (cf. HRAF nos. OE07, OE01).

95-2.3-4 EC accompany "Aesthetic Principles of Opposition and Vitality in Music Among the Fang of Gabon, West Africa" (HRAF FA02, FH09, FI43).

Two of three papers submitted in partial fulfillment of non-thesis requirements for M.A. degree, University of Washington, 1994; all three papers deposited in Ethnomusicology Archives.

Documentation: Copies of pages from collector's papers describing contents

Administrative Information

Names and Subjects

**Subject Terms:**
Dissertations
Ethnomusicology
Sundanese

**Geographical Names:**
Fang--Africa--Western Africa
Gabon
Java
West Africa
World
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